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                                    Abstract  

The death of the late prime Minister of Ethiopia, Meles Zenawi, heightens debates over a 

range of issues. Now, Tadese Medhane has come up with a ‘reform agenda’ as critical 

not simply only for the health of Ethiopia’s politics but also to the survival of the state. 

Tadesse raised Meles Zeanwi and his brief political morphology in relation to the 

developmental state. Finally, he suggested a grim need for political reform after him. 

This paper is not intended to be a direct response to Tadese’s concern. However, it 

strongly argues that Tadese has obviously done only the tip of the iceberg in his attempt 

at setting such a complex agenda for debate. He, of course, left the logic in jumbled 

correlations with the grammar, nor did he sufficiently clarify what he precisely wanted to 

say by ‘reform’. Based on this heavily incomplete spark of just an expressed interest, one 

may curve up four most relevant and fundamental questions: firstly, given that reform is 

a civilized political undertaking, what are its essentials and the basic structural and 

functional imperatives that call for it to happen in a political system? Secondly, from the 

angles of political reform and its imperatives, what is the precise nature of the political 

landscape (establishments) that Meles left behind him? Thirdly, what are the substantive 

elements and structures of the Developmental State with regard to Tadese’s suggestion 

for reform, which he calls ‘political liberalization’? Finally, is it likely that post-Meles 

realities call for reform on the scale of ‘political liberalization?’  By way of meeting 

these questions,   this paper tries to outline four thorniest issues in the ‘reform discourse’ 

by Tadese and others: Meles Zenawi; the Developmental state, Reform, and post-Meles 

governance.   

i  

 

1. Introductions  

Tadese Medhane’s article that provoked the writing of this paper titled ‘Meles Zenawi 

and the Ethiopian state’
1
, according to the author, was started while PM Meles was alive.  

                                                           
1
 Tadese Madhane in this paper attempts at interpreting ‘who the man was by Meles Zenawi’ before he 

suggested for political reform in post-Meles Ethiopia’s politics. Meles Zenawi, with a touch of 

overstatement, is the most important person who has ever lived in the history of the TPLF and the post-

1991 political order in Ethiopia. It need also be appreciated that Meles has effectively become, or merged 

with, the state and hence his absence or death is in effect a mortal blow to the health status of not only the 

political system but also the Ethiopian state. ii This is not the place to write about the turning points in the 

political rise of Meles Zenawiiii , but instead to draw from existing analysis a comprehensive 

understanding of his political trajectory and the otherwise-puzzling aspects of his legacy.   



The entire pages have been devoted to the political historiography of Meles from the 

author’s viewpoint. Tadese nicely painted Meles but, of course, in no different and 

innovative ways than those repeatedly said so far by many others. Even though Tadese 

went far beyond his stated limit not to delve into the detailed accounts of ‘the dramatic 

ascendancy of Meles to political prominence’, his observation of the man at the first 

paragraph of the introduction is noteworthy as one critical focus of the paper. 

The other most important issue Tadese raised is what Meles meant for the economy, 

security and stability of not only the post-Meles government and the regime he organized 

but also to the entire Ethiopian state
2
. He tried to outline how Meles went on merging 

personally himself with the Ethiopian state and shaped the politico-economic regime as 

the ‘developmental state’ in its Ethiopian version.
3
 On this score, despite vivid self-

contradictions in Tadese’s depiction of Meles’s prominence as ’earned’, on the one hand, 

and, as ‘manipulated’, on the other, I readily agree with the list of ups and downs in the 

course of Meles’s rise.  

Tadesse progressed from this to showing the profile of the post-Meles political system 

and the personnel at the center of the government in Ethiopia. If I am not mistaken, the 

general gist in the paper on this point conveys for me a prognosis that puts Meles’s rise 

on parallel with the decline in the capacities of his organizations and comrades to the 

backgrounds.
4
 Once Tadese argued that Meles merged himself with the Ethiopian state 

                                                           
2
 According to Tadese, Meles Zenawi and the Tigray People’s Liberation Front (TPLF) led Ethiopian 

Peoples Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) came to power in 1991 after a sixteen-year armed 

struggle in the countryside. In subsequent years Meles Zenawi rose to have a disproportionate power in the 

Ethiopian state rising above the TPLF/EPRDF. As an instructor, theoretician, military strategist, intellectual 

and all-around, all-star politician of the EPRDF Meles shaped Ethiopian politics for over two decades and 

worked hard to sustain the political system he helped create. This is crucial in understanding the meaning 

of his death and its impact on the nature of political power in Ethiopia. And equally important, to 

understand what this says about the character of the Ethiopian state. 

3
 Tadesee argues: Compare that with the economic policies of the Ethiopian government especially as it is 

related to banking and telecommunication sector. The control of these resources was critical for Meles. The 

priority has been on state directed investment, political control, the economic empowerment of the 

peasantry, infrastructural development and the control of capital with a clear tension between control and 

development. He had a firm belief few things should be met as a pre requisite for economic transformation 

in Ethiopia: Stability, ethnicity and social mobilization, strong state and the mobilization of international 

resource. He had created all of them. This became the essence of Meles’s developmental state in Ethiopia. 

The role of the state in encouraging and directing investment was highly pronounced but also attracting 

international aid and finances as well as investment was strongly pursued. A strong state and stability for 

economic development also informed the conduct of his foreign policy, peacekeeping role and the war on 

terror The main objective was to secure regional prominence as a stabilizing force, raise the status of the 

country, and increase its relevance which will in turn would attract international finances. 

4 Tadese notes that he rise of Meles to a dominant and undisputed position in the Ethiopian state had far 

reaching political implications. It weakened the rest of the political forces within and outside the ruling 

party, decimated other centers of power and influence and immobilized the TPLF, the most organized 

political force in the post-1991 Ethiopian landscape. vii There is no doubt that the removal of the rather 

well-entrenched and adamant party leaders would give him the opportunity to seize the full reins of power 



personally, his point next to this is obviously logical in that he characterized the post-

Meles government (the political system) as ‘weakened victims’ to the loss of the 

surrogate.  

The most striking and interesting point in Tadese’s argument in the above paragraph is 

that he used this as a spring-board to jump to his conclusive point—reform. If I 

understood him correctly, the logic of his reform agenda is this: ‘now, no more Meles, the 

Ethiopian state has to be adjusted anew to recreate itself free of personal image, control 

and grip.’ Tadesse, however, dimly left how this reform project could come true, the 

grammar of the suggested reform, open. Of course, he listed what he said some ‘crucial  

issues’ that should come to priority in his ‘reform prognosis’ in an unusually odd 

arrangement, just at the final page of his paper next to his conclusion.
5
  

Though I doubt Tadesse’s seriousness over linking reform demands to possible reform 

areas or targets, I can agree to the crucial status that he attached to them, of course, 

without explaining why. He did not want to hint how redefining the developmental state, 

political liberalization, constitutional amendments, etc, could lead to the attainments of 

his proposed reform, and no one can criticize him for that. Though he did not cite 

appropriate source, he criticized Meles for separately treating the developmental state 

from political liberalization.
6
  I think his intentions could be to provoke discussions, and 

not to hastily construct a conclusive roadmap how a reform is to happen and what the 

reform topics he suggested really mean.     

This is where I decided to take up myself this task on my own, regardless of its possible 

consistencies or contradictions with Tadese’s lines of thought. I shall orderly see across 

                                                                                                                                                                             
and make a clean start in the affairs of the state. He tried hard to relocate his power base from Tigray and 

the TPLF to the Center and the EPRDF with some success. Thus the progressive political ascendancy of 

Meles was paralleled by growing political strength at the Center. He created a centralized government and a 

party leader unified with the state making the party, the government of the day and the state one and the 

same. He promoted loyal bureaucrats than party loyalists which served to reinforce a clearly identifiable 

power pyramid. In doing this he created a power base independent of all the members of the ruling party. 

While this made the TPLF less influential in the EPRDF it also made the EPRDF less relevant in running 

the government, much less so the Ethiopian state. 

5
 Tadese argues that the modalities of the developmental state need to be redefined. There is a need for 

political reforms both to meet the democratic aspirations of the Ethiopian people, achieve political stability 

as well as the revitalize the much needed developmental state model. Ethiopia’s economic development 

must be anchored in a strong political process, a prerequisite for long term stability. If the current trend 

persists, it is extremely worrisome development for the health, perhaps the viability, of the Ethiopian state. 

Political reform must include appropriate constitutional reform, such as the articles related to the power of 

the Prime Minister as well as the governance of the security sector. 

6 Tadese advises that we should not, though, conclude that there’s no debate whatever to be had between 

developmental state and political liberalization. The view and political project championed by Meles that 

the two endeavors are utterly distinct and thus incapable of interfering with each other is overly simplistic, 

toxic and dangerous. It is equally possible to isolate Meles’s preoccupation with duality of authoritarianism 

and economic development. It is possible to have both a strong and well governed state. 

 



ensuing parts concepts and principles, Meles in relations to political space, reform, 

reform imperatives and finally whether reform in post-Meles Ethiopia is an emergency or 

not, and if yes, what extents of reform and other points.  

2. Parceling Conceptual Border--Political Reform  

Almost all terminologies Tadese  Medhane used in his paper---reform, the developmental 

state, political liberalization, etc, have been common across the western mainstream 

social science epistemology. As such, they require careful contextualization when applied 

to different, if not unique, socio-cultural structures like those of Ethiopia. Moreover, as a 

matter of vast subjectivity, they are elusive, fluid and relative in their meanings and 

applications, at all times. Let us first examine the concept ‘reform’ by way of limiting its 

essences in Ethiopia’s context. 

There are long lists of political science terminologies, which usually tend to confuse and, 

even obscure, the clearest understandings about ‘political reform’. The most common 

among these include, for example, ‘renewal’, ‘rejuvenation’, ‘revitalization’, renovation’, 

and so on. Tadesse Medane gave one specific clue about the overall theme of his 

proposed reform agenda, that is, ‘making the developmental state more humane.’ I do not 

have evidence but I am afraid if Tadese derived this notion from the Michael 

Gorvachove’s
7
 central theme of Perestroika in Russian, which is often equated with the 

English term, ‘reform’. According to Gorvachove, the crux of his perestroika was to 

‘make socialism more humane’. 

In this sense, ‘political reform’ implies to modifications, omissions, additions or changes 

in five major areas of public targets: values and principles including constitutional 

provisions, ideologies and outlooks, institutions and institutional relations, rules and legal 

procedures, policies and programs.
8
 These alterations or modifications, however, differ 

greatly in their extents and scopes from regime to regime, of course, agreeably largely 

without radically changed its fundamental pillars. Thus, reform goes beyond such 

concepts like ‘renewal, rehabilitation or renovation,’ which tend to be confined recreating 

and reenergizing inspirations anew in the spirit of their past zeal and committeemen 

without any significant change, unlike reform, in some major aspects of the regime.  

Tadese’s proposal for reform squarely fits this definition of ‘political reform’ from the 

examinations of what he terms ‘crucial issues’ as possible spots of the change. 

Redefining the ‘developmental state’ with his overtones of ‘de-personalizing the state’
9
 

                                                           
7
 Mecheal Gorvachove was the last leader of the former Soviet Union who stayed in office only for three 

years from 1989 to 1991 before Soviet disintegration as a state. He tried to reform the Soviet socialist state 

under two reform guideline documents: Perestroika and Glasnost. The first refers to ‘reform’ while the 

second implies to roughly ‘Transparency 

8
 See Michael Sodaro’s Comparative Politics and global introduction. 1997, Sodaro in this work got 

focused more on non western societies which made his work more relevant o African and Ethiopian 

studies.  

9
 Meles Zenawi, with a touch of overstatement, is the most important person who has ever lived in the 

history of the TPLF and the post-1991 political order in Ethiopia. It need also be appreciated that Meles has 

effectively become, or merged with, the state and hence his absence or death is in effect a mortal blow to 



as an agency and redefine the roles of the state in economic development is a change in 

values, principles and attitudes. His proposal for constitutional amendments in the powers 

and functions of the Prime Minister implies to changes in institutional set up, power 

relations, procedures and rules. His focus on political liberalization, democratization and  

democracy, etc, represent intensive and extensive extents of political reforms. Tadese, of 

course, tried to mark the border of the reform to be within the fundamental pillars of the 

regime.     

 ‘Political reform’, as implied above, is undertaken as a matter of not only the principle of 

‘political correctness’ but as a real way to save the regime either from revolutionary 

upheaval or complete collapse. This argument shows that political reform has temporal 

and spatial factors. As history shows, political reform, no matter how much it is desirable, 

is ultimately subject to time and space determinants. The most renowned French political 

writer De Tocqueville
10

, who Tadese must have known very well, once commented this: 

the serious challenge for an entrenched empire is when attempts are made to reform it. 

Tocqueville prophetically predicted that delayed political reform was a risk to the 

continuities of empires as evidenced in the collapse of the former Soviet Union, 

Yugoslavia, and others.      

By similar vein of thought, as Thomas Hobbes
11

 writes, untimely or frequent political 

reform is equally inimical for the regime. As George Madison
12

 notes, states need 

political reforms as much as rules as governments are not angels borne with perfection; 

but the sooner the reform, then, finally, there is no any reform at all. For Samuel 

Huntington
13

, political reforms are not intuitively designed and undertaken projects as 

they are dictated by decisive background factors. Huntington coined two opposite 

political conditions prevailing across a regime that determine the imperatives of 

undertaking a political reform: political modernization and political development.  

‘Political modernization’ is a situation that characterizes a political system by three 

attributes: first, when the government and its leaders lag behind the views, demands, 

aspirations and consciousnesses of the ruled or the average populations; second, for the 

above reasons, when a general climate of socio-economic and political immobility 

prevails; and, third, when the state apparatus increasingly becomes strained to move 

forward as it was doing in its start-off stage. For Huntington, the right time for political 

                                                                                                                                                                             
the health status of not only the political system but also the Ethiopian state. ii This is not the place to write 

about the turning points in the political rise of Meles Zenawiiii , but instead to draw from existing analysis 

a comprehensive understanding of his political trajectory and the otherwise-puzzling aspects of his legacy. 

10
 See Wiser L. James .1981.Political Philosophy: A History of the Search for Order. Precinct Hall, Inc., 

Englewood Cliffs: USA 

11 Wiser L. James /1981 

12
 See Lipson R. David (1974), Great Political Issues. Chicago University: Chicago University Press 

13
 Huntington Samuel (1976) the Change to Change: Modernization, Development and Poltics. Black. 

 



reform is to happen before the regime attains this stage; once this stage is attained, the 

only possible way to move it forward is revolutionary action.  

The opposite development is political development which occurs when the government 

and its leaders go unnecessarily ahead of the people resulting in complete communication 

barriers and mass rejection of the state. The very time long before a state reaches these 

dangerous temporal zones is the precise time point political reforms are a grim need. 

What is common, according to Pointer Stzoyzmcka
14

, is that both conditions vividly 

manifest themselves in complete arrest and stagnation of socio-economic dynamism. 

According to Samuel Sodaro, while the former Soviet disintegration reminds one about 

the reliability in the concept of political modernization, political development represents 

the successive break ups of the Nigerian regimes since independence,  

In Nigeria before 1998
15

 and after independence, each government in office caused 

shocks among the people through the implementations of reforms in successive waves 

making social life unpredictable and fluid against the basic criteria of dynamism. In other 

words, reforms undertaken before previous reforms have been seen about their results are 

almost revolutionary situations to the detriments of stability. Equally, political reforms 

aborted short for some reasons are proven historically dangerous for regime stability. 

Chazzan
16

 argues that the chains of crisis in  Democratic Congo since Kabilla after Se Se 

Se ko, the 1989 Chinese bloodsheds, successive coups in Sudan, the civil wars in 

Ethiopia and Sudan before the 1990s, the Chechen uprising in new Russia in the 1990s, 

etc, represent this pattern of reform failures.  

 In summary, political reforms are mandatory under the three specific temporal 

determinants in the dynamism of a political system: before the government began lagging 

behind the people, before the government risks mass rejection for going far ahead of the 

people, and before existing reforms get stacked and aborted. It is within this conceptual 

framework that we assess Taddes Medhane’s proposal for political reform in post-Meles 

Ethiopia. 

3. The Crux of the Matter: Bringing Meles back into Purview 

I resort, now and then, to the discussion on the political personality of Meles because 

Tadese, and many other writers stock to him as the center of from proposals and other 

issues. Of course, it is out of question that Meles is to continue to be the theme of several 

                                                           
14 Sztompka, Piotre (1994) The Sociology of Social Change. Blackwell Publishers: Massachusetts 

 

15
 See Liisa Laakso (1996) Changing Notions of the Nation State and the African Experience: Montesquieu 

Revisted in Adebayo O. Oluckoshi and Liisa Laakso’s Challenges to the Nation State in Africa(ed). Motala 

Grafscia: Sweden. 

16 Chazzan (1988), Poltics and Society in Contemporary Africa. Lynne Reinner Publishers: Boulders, 

Colorado. 

 



researches across generations as no study would least likely easily discover him 

exhaustively. Tadesse Medhane tried to explain Meles in moderately plausible ways at 

individual, group, regime, state and interstate levels.  For Tadess’s purpose, that may be 

not only sufficient but also correct. For differences probably in expertise, however, I feel 

that Tadesse fainted and stopped at the middle of the road but only seen and judged from 

my purpose and angles, which I detailed as follows. 

3.1. Meles and Politics  

I rightly agree with Tadess that Meles will definitely continue to be a controversial figure 

in the political history of Ethiopia due to his immense influence over nearly over one 

generation of Ethiopians. To ease this burden, I personally suggest comparative studies 

with all the difficulties involved, even though it lies out of the scope of this paper. The 

central question that strategically shapes any study about the political personality of 

Meles, in my views, is: what is exactly that, which Meles did on Ethiopia as state, and 

inherited to generations?  

Tadesse Medhane tried to meet this question stating that Meles was the creator of modern 

Ethiopia on the model of the developmental state. But what does this also mean? Tadesse 

again argues that Meles established a state that prioritizes state-led and top down 

economic development, which, he, again calls the developmental state on the South 

Korean fashion.
17

 The baffling concern is who historically played this vanguard leading 

role when capitalism and the capitalist state, for the example, in its Anglo-Saxon example 

pioneered and engineered? I believe Tadesse would help me more on this score, if I make 

any wrongs in my explanations.  

Historically, the British liberalized and capitalistic state pioneered by the events of the 

Glorious Revolutions in 1688
18

 as the first ever brand of the progressive bourgeoisie 

regime. The new regime is more than a government or a simple exchange of hands 

between those who controlled the sword and the altar and the novo revolutionaries. The 

post-1688 regime transformed the entire socio-economic and socio-cultural structures of 

the British society which involved a very wide spectrum of changes including values, 

                                                           
17 Whatever we might say about Meles Zenawi, we must grant that he had a well prepared and well 

sequenced plan for inserting his version of the developmental state. And it is crucial to keep in mind the 

things that influenced his theory of developmental state. Meles was particularly fascinated by the process of 

industrial development in East Asia, particularly South Korea in the 1960’s. viii He took pains to extract 

the most original elements from the thought and acts of General Park Chung Hee of South Korea whose 

work is more compatible with his.ix Park’s supreme attraction to Meles was economic. The important thing 

is that the Park regime initiated a successful program of industrialization for South Korea based upon 

export-oriented industries which were guided and aided by the government. One of the first things Park did 

after assuming power, more or less replicated in Ethiopia, was to persecute South Korean business leaders 

for profiting from the corruption in the South Korean government. The motivation for this was to gain 

control of the flow of capital in the country so it could be directed into the sectors that the government 

wanted to develop. 

18
 See Hazard, Paul (1954) European Thought in the Eighteen Century. Translated by J. Lewis May. 

Hramondsworth: Penguin. Hazard, Paul (1963) The European Mind: 1680-1715. Translated by J.Lewis 

May. New York: New American Library. Hernes, Gudmund (1976), Structural change in social processes. 

American Journal of Sociology. vol. 82, No. 3. 



power relations, principles, institutions, state-citizen and citizen-citizen relations, 

traditions and world views. This drastic societal transformation originated from below to 

progress up to change the top down structure through the revolutionary action of the 

capitalist class, as a collective entity. The capitalist class crushed the long entrenched 

British Monarchy and, in its place, elevated the parliament to political prominence under 

fundamentally new world outlooks which never existed before: liberty, freedom, justice, 

equality, democracy, etc.        

 Roughly, similar patterns of revolutionary transformations rocked the lands of the former 

America in the 1770s to be followed by the French Revolution in 1789.
19

 Both 

revolutions are said to these days as U-turn points in the modern course of human history. 

Both revolutions, as their British prototype, established capitalist regimes, under again, 

absolutely new and progressive values just from bottom-up direction. I have now 

questions that arise from these brief historical events, and, which  I pose to Tadesse: 

 Did any of these three revolutions ever face real challenges of historical reversal 

to their pre-revolutionary days and systems except the French temporary setback?  

 Is there any fourth state or society in the world, up to the current age, (after 

Britain, United States and France) that could transform itself into a capitalist 

regime through a bottom-up capitalist-led revolution?  

 Who was or were the intellectual and philosophical authorities and thinkers that 

mentally shaped the nature of the new capitalist regimes? Were they guerrilla 

fighters like Meles Zenawi or political leaders or professors and philosophers? 

 Who were the individual leaders of these respective revolutions that could be 

comparatively studied with Meles?  

I am confident that Tadesse remembers the details of these revolutions. None of them had 

faced reversals to retrospective rules and values. Except these three societies in the 

history of the world, no other society attained capitalist stage of development through 

bottom up revolutionary action, no a single case. In all the three revolutions, political 

leaders were different from value producers and philosophers who intellectually designed 

the rules governing the entirely new social systems. John Locke and Adman Smith in 

England, Jean Jacques Rousseau in France and high-profile thinkers like Madison and 

Hamilton in America; none of whom was a president or a general.    

Contrary to this historical trajectory, all revolutions that took place after the three above 

were predominantly peasant-worker revolutions ranging from Russia in 1917 to China in 

1949. The big task for these leaders was to contextualize Marxism into their specific 

realities, which demanded thinker revolutionaries like Lenin and Moa.
20

 This challenge 
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 See Hazrd. 

 

20
 McMicheal, Philip.(2000.) Development and Social Change: A Global Perspective. London: Pine Forge 

Press 



and bitter need obviously became even more serious when one came to Ethiopia’s case. It 

is precisely at this point where one should search Meles as a revolutionary, a political 

leader who set out to break a regime. TPLF was never the first and the sole Marxist-

Leninist revolutionary party in Ethiopia. It is however the only surviving organization 

beyond materializing its views and political programs.
21

 Meles had to combine and blend 

four different qualities into one to play those roles: revolutionary spirit, academic and 

intellectual excellence, political leadership and military generalship. 

Tadesse again could refresh his knowledge of almost all peasant-worker revolutions in 

the entire African, Latin American and Asian history. All guerilla organizations and their 

leaders under pre-capitalist social structures had had no bourgeoisie value producers like 

John Locke, Hamilton or Rousseau around them. in short, these peoples lack strtcurally 

what Adebayo calls ‘high cultures.’
22

 The leaders had to fill this mental bridge by their 

own efforts; while John Locke was the creation of the new capitalist society, these 

guerrilla thinker-leaders were self-thought and debate sharpened. Those leaders of these 

combined qualities every where successfully completed their revolutions. Meles is one 

among these leaders created out of the pre-capitalist socio-cultural realities and demands 

of Ethiopia, a grim fact, which he realized earlier.  

As a revolutionary, Meles went to the bush; as a military strategist and leader, he led his 

armed organization to the successful regime break of Derg. As a thinker, he had to iron 

out the nature of the regime that would replace the defunct one. What Tadesse Medhane 

terms as dramatic prominence of Meles to leadership, the apparent power centralization 

and purge of his former friends in arms, the merger of his individual personality with the 

state, the declined  influences of the parties and his comrades, and so on, have to be seen 

against these systemic realities on the ground. In clearest terms, Meles Zenawi is both a 

regime breaker and a regime founder as much prominent as Moa and Lenin were. This 

was a result of an objective and subjective demand.     

Now, my question for Tadesse Madhane is: can you ever suggest any theoretical, 

practical and historical possibility where capitalism could be grown in a pre-capitalist 

society like Ethiopia from bottom up direction on the model of Britain, France and the 

United states? Do you know and can you mention a single country in the world which 

achieved capitalist transformation after the French Revolution without the dominant roles 

of the state? Please, mention a single case….I am sure you can never find one. So, now, 

how do you reevaluate Meles’s dominant roles and his design of the developmental (the 

engaged state)? Was it by any means possible to prevent Meles from rising and 

flourishing against the dictates of the realities around him? 
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 See Aregawi Berhe.2008.A Political History of the Tigray People’s Liberation Front (1975-1991): 

Revolt, Ideology and Mobilization in Ethiopia. VRIJE UNIVERSITEIT: Amsterdam Assefa Endeshaw 

(2002) Ethiopia: Prospects for Change and Renewal. Seng Lee Press Pvt. Ltd: Singapore.. 

22
 Adebayo O. Olucshi and Lissa Laakaso (1996) Challenges to the Nation State in Africa (ed) Motala 

Grafsica: Sweden. 



In his revolutionary tactics, Meles needed the Tigrian revolution never as an end by itself 

, nor his step forward in forging EPRDF. Meles was a perfect instrumentalist
23

 in his 

views of the ethno-peasant revolution under TPLF
24

, the new role of EPRDF since 1989 

and the mission of his three-term governments from 1995 to 2009. All these were part of 

his political means; I argue that the post-2010 government is Meles’s political end as a 

culmination of his full time political engagements, that is, a dynamic and functioning 

regime or the developmental state in action probably as exactly intended and designed. I 

am not mechanistic in my arguments; I understand Tadese’ point that political processes 

are more complicated than they look at face-value.  

My position in that Meles rose about clouds in the eyes of Tadesse for these historical 

and political reasons within the contexts of the Ethiopian pre-capitalist socio-cultural 

structure.        

3.2. Meles and Political Reform  

Meles’s political involvement in the previous three and half decades was marked by one 

of the most dynamic events both at home and outside. One could identify four significant 

and political events and challenges which required of Meles’s undertaking structure-level 

reform measures. All these drastic reform records of Meles will also continue to be the 

center of controversy among the academia of future generations.  

A. 1985--1991: Placing TPLF under MLLT  

I remember having heard the nomenclature ‘Marxist-Leninist League Tigray’
25

 at the 

very time when most of us, Ethiopians, were bored and disparate of the Marxism. It was a 

real source of anxiety for many of us at the period whether a new Marxist Leviathan was 

approaching control of the political machinery of the Ethiopian state. It has been as 

recently as 2007 that literatures about the true events of this political development within 

the ranks of TPLF in the emergence of MLLT began to circulate. Personal antagonism 

aside, Argawi Berhe, former comrade-in-arms of Meles, deserves the warmest 

indebtedness for his paramount contributions in describing the chains of events leading to 

the coming to the scene of MLLT and Revolutionary Democracy at the tip of Meles’s 

pen.   

                                                           
23

 Aregawi also writes that TPLF picked an instrumentalist agenda even though he douvted constructivism 

as an explanation for Tigrian nationalism. He argues that Tigrian nationalism in its latent form was aleardy 

there with TPLF playing the role of instrumentally mobilizing it.   

24
 Keller, Edmend (1983), Revolutionary Ethiopia: from Empire to People’s Republic. Indiana University 

press: Burlington and Indianapolis.   

25
 Aregawi criticized the establishment of MLLT as a cover for concentrating power in the hands of three 

individuals by the name Abay Tsehay, Meles Zenawi and Sibhat Nega. He also regretted that MLLT served 

as a tool to place YPLF under unquestioned control of these individuals whom he refers repeatedly as the 

Communist Core.  



I heard with my ears only once  PM  Meles explaining
26

 about the political essence of the 

1985 crisis in TPLF out of which he finally emerged prominent. He said the crisis was a 

leadership crack between those contented with ‘immobility and decay’ versus those 

‘scientific leadership and politico-militarily dynamism’. Argawi Brehe
27

 already gave a 

detailed explanation in 2008 of what Meles meant by this. Argewai reminds that Meles at 

the nucleus of the Communist Core used to characterize the TPLF leadership strategy 

before the entire pre-1985 period as more of “immobile, empiricist, and pragmatic and 

reactive than proactive, intuitive than scientific, and so on. For this, Argawi recounts, 

Meles blamed on the absence of a vanguard political party of the peasant-worker alliance 

that could shape and guide the nature and paths of the Tigrian revolution to its ultimate 

and logical culmination.    

Tadese Medahine is almost at the threshold edge of political development to paint as the 

first demonstration of not only Meles’s rising to unbridled influence position  across 

TPLF and Tigray but also his first ever successful; reform project. From Addisu 

Legesse’s funeral speech at 2 September 2012 at Mesqual Square, one could realize that 

Meles’s action in 1985 was an unmistakable political reform with gargantuan 

ramifications on the overall TPLF-EPRDF and Ethiopia’s politics. By this reform, Meles 

transformed TPLF in three ways: 

Firstly, I agree with Tadess that the 1985 TPLF reform came after Meles’s long time 

political preparation, of course, as a matter of discharging his assigned role as the Deputy 

Head of the Political Wing. The core essence of the reform was that the decade-long 

dominance of the military wing of TPLF under Argawi Berhe and Gidey Zeratsion was 

placed under the leadership of a political party. With this, the end goal of the Tigrian 

revolution was subtly extended from achieving military supremacy over the central 

government of Derg to that of attaining a structural transformation at national (state) 

level.    

Secondly, the reform marked a clear border between the military wing and operations of 

the TPLF versus the political section. For Meles, TPLF picked arms and opened civil war 

in Tigray not for its own sake but to serve other higher political goals. It was Meles’s 

belief that the Tigray guerrilla fighters have the best political consciousness on the nature 

of the armed resistance and its ends but not as desired by the commanders but as designed 

by the political leadership. By this, Meles laid the first foundation of the ideological and 

institutional divorce between the soldier and the politician. Tadese now should review his 

arguments for the ‘merger of Meles with the Ethiopian state’ by remembering the 

position of military commanders during the Ethio-Eritrean war (1998-2000) and the crisis 

within TPLF (2001), which I will side view later on;      
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 PM Meles said this when he held press conference with reporters of the Ethiopian Television and Radio 

in 2008 on the occasion of Ginbot 20 Day of Derg;’s fall. He said that the reforms in 2001 and in 1985 

which were done to break the shackles that imprisoned the Organizations immobile. Meles reminded that 

the te years in between 1991 and 2001 were times that EPRDF could not cause the promised growth.   
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 See Aregawi Berhe 



Thirdly, as Argawi admitted himself in softer terms, the 1985 Meles-led  reform pushed 

TPLF out of the general cloud of politico-military immobility for three reasons: One, the 

reform’s emphasis on forging a broad-based Ethiopian coalition of opposition parties 

began to show results, despite to the displeasure of Argewai and Geday over what they 

call the ‘satellite status’ of the then Ethiopian Peoples Democratic Movement, now the 

Amhara National Democratic Movement (a splinter faction of the former EPRP); two, 

TPLF fighters began to decisively penetrate into regions far beyond Tigray culminating 

finally in the seizure of Addis Ababa in 1991; three, it helped to make the war against 

Derg to become war of annihilation than a continued Derg resistance as a guerilla force in 

southern Ethiopia, which was one of the three scenarios on Meles’s notebook.  

As an inherent to reforms in leftist parties, this Meles-led reform induced reshuffles, 

reconfigurations and purges of once most prominent leaders brought new ones into view 

and geared the overall statuesque into a new and dynamic course. 

B. 1991--2001: The Aborted Reform  

 Careful examinations of post-2001 events, litterateurs flourishing from two opposite 

sources within TPLF, speeches and counter speeches, feelings among TPLF supporters 

and cadres, etc, reveal Meles under specific political situations that had had rough 

patterns. The dominant pattern, I strongly argue, was that this time period for Meles was 

where he was caught between two fires or that he was beleaguered by strong pressure 

toward action counter pressured by surging immobility.
28

  

Firstly, Meles as the Chairman of TPLF-EPRDF and the President of the Transitional 

Government came face to face with grim need at initiating reform to fit the realities of 

globalization and the end of Cold War. He pioneered a Federal Constitution premised on 

modern and universal principles and values of the global civilized community, despite 

many controversies on some specific provisions. On the opposite pole, Meles appeared to 

have suffered serious doubts over timing choices to initiate the rewriting of the basic 

TPLF-EPRDF political program document into non-Marxist, if not capitalist, 

development visions and organizing principles of the new Ethiopian stat. The Marxist-

versed political program silently kept on going until 2001 in gross purpose and strategy 

conflict with the official rhetoric;   

Secondly, Meles silently tried to gear government engagements into officially introduced 

free-market orientations while the Marxist-Program documents were still there. There 

seemed to be attempts on Meles’s part to temporarily resolve this conflict through tabling 

the least ideologically versed Five-Year National Development Plans from 1996 to 2001, 

which were but complete failures.
29

 The general socio-economic condition of vivid 
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 I never accept Addisu Legess’s presentation on the same day about the meanings of this immobile period 

as a time taken by Meles for preparing to launch a renewal or reform movement toward the existing regime 

establishment. I Remember that Sighat Nega said the teen years between 1991 and 2001 were wasted time 

as far as socio-economic development was concerned with EPRDF ideology newspaper called 

Revolutionary Democracy in 2002. 

29
 See Five-Year National Development Plans from 1996 to 2001 and from 2001 to 2006 where the latter 

was abandoned after the renwal movement. 



immobility continued intact throughout the ten years. It was the worst period of Meles 

where urban unemployment, poverty, Rural joblessness, overproduction without adequate 

market networks, public corruption, etc, crippled slowly but almost openly to destroy the 

foundations of his party and the government; 

Thirdly, conspiracy theories and informally leaked information from our friends who 

were members within EPRDF structures held that Meles had been stripped almost all of 

basic freedoms of action as a Prime Minister by his own discontented comrades 

specifically within TPLF. Some formerly dominant colleagues of him were not happy 

about what they call his tendency to swarm up the guerrilla-day traditions of collective 

leadership and suppressions of ‘personally cult.’ This latent conflict was said to be 

escalated by divisions of views over the Ethiopian and Eritrean so called border war of 

1998 to 2000. His internal opponents quickly exploited the situation to clandestinely 

painting Meles as a ‘betrayer’ two times: at preventing the war plus at mobilizing 

patriotic resistance. This further pushed Meles to a dismal position where he regrettably 

lost his driving seat particularly at the development agenda;         

Fourthly, this general despairing situation was turned to be far worse by the incidence of 

the 2001-2002 unprecedentedly dangerous famine affecting 13 million Ethiopians. I 

myself was bored of Meles’s press conferences and his defensive strategies in this 

particular point of time. Foreign development assistance declined to mature into a zero-

capital budget for three consecutive years resulting in mass malaria epidemics, spread of 

HIV-Aids and hopelessness. Defections to foreign countries showed increases among 

EPRDF and government officials during this period;   

C. 2001---2012: From Drastic Reform to Deepening the Reform 

This is the period that deserves a special attention by Tadess which he characterized as 

the period where Meles’s party life almost came to an end
30

. I argue the opposite; Meles 

having completed the purge of his opponent comrades within, this period marked his 

decisive return to his party and followers to leverage them as instruments in his now free 

engagements in progressing toward his project of the developmental state. This period 

represented the third stage in Meles’s reform leadership after the previous two and the 

most successful one as a break point with the entire past; 

                                                           
30 Right after the Ethiopia-Eritrea war and the split with in his core political party the TPLF, Meles had 

concentrated power in his own hands and a tiny group of advisors. The irony of the whole matter appeared 

in the fact that the leader who stood to lose from the blowback effect of the war quickly turned the situation 

to his advantage and emerged victorious. Thanks to his extraordinary talent aided by the generosity of fate, 

Meles did not only withered away the threat to his power but he had slowly but steadily worked his way to 

a supreme position in the Ethiopian state. At the time John and myself concluded that “Ideological concerns 

and struggles for power merged in ways that can still not be completely understood, but it can be said with 

confidence that the result is a shift in power from Tigray to the central government in Addis Ababa, from 

the instruments of the party to the state, and from a group among the TPLF Central Committee to Meles.”vi 

Almost instanteously, probably the last major obstacle in his path to political supremacy was removed. This 

marked the beginning of a long process of the personification of the state. 

 



Firstly, the break out of his bitter dispute with his friends led to their irreversible purge 

opening a chance for Meles to get his hands liberated. He now transformed himself into 

releasing the maximum of his potentials, experiences and newly acquired intelligence in a 

more decisive and novice way as he became fundamentally free from timely checks from 

them. Though it took him some trying times to regain his lost political weight and 

questioned legitimacy, he quickly delved fully into what he called ‘the renewal 

movement’
31

 which earned him pivotal place of rising confidence among the ruling party 

and the government; 

Secondly, Meles diligently worked to standardize manners of his intense renewal 

movement which was consistent with the real sense a reform. The Reform started with in-

side out self-criticism at organizational level which Meles called ‘organizational decay 

and immobility’.  He boldly admitted the rampant scale of  corruption and general 

tendency to retreat from original goals and commitment in the spirit of what he termed 

revolutionary democracy among his party men; 

Thirdly, Meles relieved his party and government of the burden of the rising structural 

conflict between Marxism-Leninism versus capitalism by reforming the program 

documents of his party in the most radical way, which was the turning project of his 

project.. Successive fora of public debates were organized through out the country on the 

new policy documents which were anonymous by the time and  now his friends officially 

told us that they were written personally by Meles; 

Fourthly, the general gist of the Meles-led third reform project emphasized drawing clear 

boundaries between the jurisdictions and activities of  ruling party and government, 

formality and rationality of public services as broken away from the traditions of the 

guerrilla day, legality, accountability and productivity as the pillar of the ensuing 

engagements of government; 

Fifthly, Meles reconciled the polarized leftist doctrine of revolutionary democracy and 

free market principles in a most subtle way. He refined revolutionary democracy anew to 

be a guiding principle only within the ranks of his party and as temporary bridge toward 

capitalism. He also greatly relieved of both government and party languages of formerly 

ideologically loaded and biased overtones into moderate phraseologies usable to the 

common Ethiopian;  

Sixthly, Meles tried to put an end to conspiracy theories over the nature and mission of 

the Tigray revolution, TPLF-affiliated development organizations, the rationales of 

continued ethnic imbalances among some sectors of the public service establishments, the 

public ownership of land and the apparently massive engagements of the state in 

socioeconomic development. He further specified the illegitimate grounds of purged 

army commanders, TPLF and EPRDF members for reestablishing a Tigrian ruing class, 

and the new design of multinational state encompassing the pastoral communities of the 

country to center-stage positions in development.        
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This reform was a surprise for many Ethiopians who could not believe that EPRDF was internally a 

Marxist party until that point of time. Meles wrote a series of policy documents that are credited for 

simplifying and clarifying the overall directions of his government in the future  



Seventh, Meles reengineered his party and government following their defeat in the 2005 

election in many urban constituencies by admitting internal failures for it and 

aggressively deepening the reform. Rules dissatisfying the people were canceled; policies 

revised; approaches either omitted or changed and new ones introduced. Excuses at all 

levels officially and openly announced with waving measures of some suppressive 

directives. Provocative and divisive terminologies were erased from daily use and 

directions were geared toward integrative leadership.  

As the result of this reform, dynamism across the nation began to gather momentum. 

Success stories began to circulate among the grass roots population which began to 

physically unfold since 2009. The 2010 election went by peacefully in unexpected 

manner even to Meles himself. Year in and year out, self-confidence began to return 

among average Ethiopians. It was amidst this Meles died. Now, it is against this 

background that we have to review Tadese’s reform agenda  

4. Meles and the Developmental State 

Now, Meles left behind him an actively engaged and dynamic regime, which I agree with 

Tadesse’s term, the developmental state. It is very difficult to discuss the essentials of the 

developmental state in general and in Ethiopia’s version in particular. If Tadesse however 

agrees with my argument that all pre-capitalist societies emerging after the last French 

bourgeoisie revolution  never achieved growth from bottom up with a minimum of state 

intervention, that obviously shorten the length of the dialogue.  

The Developmental state or developmentalism is not, unlike some Ethiopians apparently 

perceive, the innovation of PM Meles Zenawi per se. what Meles did was that he 

contextualized the general framework into Ethiopian realties. Back to Tadesse;’s critique 

of the developmental state as ‘suffocating’, I really agree with this of its means generally 

the ‘dominance of the state’
32

 and its machinery in the day to day life of citizens—

                                                           
32 The role of the state in the development efforts of poor states as defined by developmentalism is one of 

the major innovative thrusts of the school as a rectification of modernist neo-liberalism’s notion of “limited 

government” for reasons all discussed above. However, the state’s engagement is so qualified under 

developmentalism to be a “positive engagement” with the major focus being mobilization, promotion, 

facility provision, capacity building and the like. The state falls under huge moral responsibility to curtail 

all trends and tendencies of being what Thomas Hobbes (1968) calls “a draconian authoritarian Leviathan” 

after the fashion of Suharto’s Indonesia or Se Se Seco of Congo. It should base it itself, at least on the 

minimum of democratic foundations. It is not so much a “hands-off” agency, in the words of Squire, et.ail.  

For Marxists, the state is a creation of rulers to institutionalize their oppressive exercise of power on the 

largest majority. Marxists believe that the state is not an enduring institution because it historically 

appeared and will historically die with the death of capitalism. For developmentalists, the state is the largest 

responsible   agent of social transformation for the following major reasons: I. The state in developing 

states has much better decision making power than the poor and largely illiterate masses to mobilize 

resources for development. The state in poor countries has to play the roles of the precinct bourgeois class 

of the developed north until a dynamic middle class emerges to replace it; II. Developmentalists argue that 

the number-one mission of the state in poor states is to empower the population at all costs to transform 

itself to the level where it could industrialize itself, grow mass-consumption needs and mass-production 

capacity. As such, the major engagement of the developmental state is to expand two most needed social 

facilities: education and infrastructure. This argument by developmentalist scholars lead some states to 

excessively be devoted to expanding all levels of education to result in what critics call “diploma disease” 

where degrees are to be available everywhere. Even this, developmentalists do not regard as a problem. 



service, information, guidance and other basic provisions.  What I could never accept in 

Tades’s paper is his gross proposal of ‘making the developmental state more human’ 

while human dignity ranging from the rural population to the urban poor have been its 

social foundations. On this score, Tades’s view is quite top-down, elitist and suffocating 

itself covertly misleading to mean the exclusion of the vast poor.   

Before making a brief discourse on Tadese in relation to the Meles-introduced 

developmental state in Ethiopia’s version, let us first check whether Meles left behind 

him a correct typology of this state by looking at two faces of it: one scholarly synthesis 

and another a caricature of the developmental state as given by a leader ad founder of a 

developmental state; 

4.1. Scholarly and Political Representations  

 Poitr Sztompka furnishes, at least, at the normative level, a meaning for Social 

‘development’ as a conceptual basis of developmentalsim and the developmental state 

describing it as; 

the process of unfolding of some potentiality as an inherent change into a system. 

As such, developmentalism or the developmental state is the understanding of 

social change as it is directional—no state of the system repeats itself at any stage; 

secondly, the state of the system at any later moment represents a higher level of 

some selected property—there is growing differentiation of structure, higher 

economic outputs, or the advance of technology, and; finally, this is stimulated by 

some immanent (internal, indigenous and auto-dynamic) propensities of the 

system. .The theories on this kind of development are varied and multiple but 

collectively called “Developmentalism”.  

This is an intellectual and abstract definition, short of disclosing developmentalism as 

opposed to other ideologies, particularly, Neo-liberalism. However, it supplies the 

academic skeleton of Developmentalism as “a process of change” forward in a consistent 

manner, originating not from outside but within the system inside, lending the venue for 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Professions are much better as far as mass demand for mass industrial demands are concerned than illiterate 

population that does not appreciate capitalism as a goal;  

III. The state has a combined capacity to legally and politically engage in hunting capital assets for 

development purposes. By comparison, the capacity   of the   state is thousand times much organized, 

scheduled, and formalized one in terms of furnishing seed capital, training and technology than the vast 

majority of the people. The state should use this capacity to pump national wealth in to the economy that is 

destined to stimulate the sleepy work mood nationally on Keynesian model. It should do so not for 

stimulation purposes only but it has the single source of such resources as compared to the population; the 

state should also retain such public development organizations and corporations like telecommunications, 

power and electricity, financial institutions, which would, other wise, be confined to major cities of better 

infrastructure and market than the rural country. Moreover, these organizations work for the developmental 

goal of equitable distribution by cross-financing each other to finally expand to the remotest corner of 

Ethiopia, according to developmentalist scholars. 

 



the reproduction of first proto-type changes to spread across the entire social structure, 

and self-propelling toward and directing social development.  

Mahathir Mohamed
33

, who was the President of Malaysia and the leading founder of the 

Malaysian Developmental State, defines developmentalism or the “developmental state 

thesis” by blending theory and practice in a simpler way than academic abstractions. For 

Mohamed,  

developmentalism, first and foremost, is the psychological lift-up of a desperate 

poor mass marginalized by world capitalist growth. In other words, 

developmentalism is the rediscovery of potential, identity, the motivation for 

massive change at household level by use of even traditional tools at hand and 

state supplies of improved and better techno-scientific inputs to achieve growth 

that would affect the majority.  The developmental state emphasizes that in a 

world of extremely lopsided distribution of resources and opportunities, such a 

vast demographic size of illiterate, unproductive, and poor people would never 

develop by gradualist and individualist ways but all-at-one time and soon. This 

grand task, by its very nature, could never be done without a committed wholly or 

mostly engaged state generous to supply whatever might be needed so far as it 

brings development. The developmental state or developmentalism is a massive 

growth with a high-tone of morality where at the center stands the most devoted 

state in history.   

Dudley Seers
34

 defines developmentalism in a more subtle way by its major concerns, 

which deserve total public policy engagement in the transformation efforts of developing 

states as a merciless total war against three chronic ills of poor states:  poverty, 

unemployment and inequality.  

If this is the essence of the developmental state, let us appreciate Tadeses’ views of it as 

‘suffocating’ explain why this apparently seems so. 

4.2. How Many Terms does a Developmental Government Have to Stay in Power? 

Developmentalism or the developmental state needs, as the sole limitation of the 

approach, long surviving regime in which a political party with developmental policies 

has to struggle to win several successive elections. Developmentism or the developmental 

state has many reasons to win such successive free and fair elections:  
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First, applying developmentalism involves a massive target population that should be 

accessed by all means but through aggressively built infrastructural network. The 

investment in this network in a poor state of severe technical limitations need the 

developmental state several years;  

Secondly, a developmental government undertakes its activities with unsupportive social 

environment. The vast bureaucratic machine it employs is greatly tempted to modernist 

neo-liberal principles to persistently get confused with the logic and rational of 

developmental policies, which are difficult to get understood easily. The target 

population itself tends to resist developmentalist state interventions in the first five and 

six years for reasons of deep suspicion and little confidence in public agencies. The 

international setting is also, more often than not, unwelcoming in which the wealthy neo-

liberal world demands the state to scarify its national autonomy as a condition to get 

access to emergency assistances. The effort to overcome, at least, some of these 

entrenched negative but potentially useful values requires the developmental government 

to stay many more terms in power; 

 Thirdly, developmentalism is not a government’s view per se to come to office and go 

alternately with other modernist neo-liberal opposition political parties. The 

developmental state is more than a government to be a regime with its values, 

institutions, polices and principles requiring a long time of consistent application with no 

interruption particularly by modernist neo-liberal political parties.  If such a modernist 

party gets the chance to come to Political Office through election, developmentalism 

undoubtedly will suffer a bitter reversal as most of its values and policies will be denied 

to undergo their natural incubation period;  

Fourthly, the overall transitional period from an agrarian and backward social structure to 

a dynamic social differentiation and reproduction of capitalist social relations takes 

several years consistently practiced. This demands the developmental government to 

prolong its legitimate stay in office.  

All these country specific developmental requirements are frowned upon by the neo-

liberal global tradition but there is no other available choice as Developmentalist scholars 

argue. What matters, however, is the ways how the developmental government and the 

political party are to win consecutive elections along an internationally acceptable 

democratic voting and electoral process. Reasonable assumptions and developmental 

experiences of other states justify a high probability of consecutive victories for the 

following reasons:  

One, the developmental political party and the government it forms are consciously bent 

on reducing and eliminating poverty, inequality and unemployment which, are practically 

problems involving the vast majority of voters. A successful developmental government 

uplifts this massive majority to show them the hopes of a better world, which supplies a 

guarantee to win their relentless policy support as all time potential voters;  

Secondly, a successful developmental state is intrinsically inimical to corrupt practices.  

That bolsters the confidence of majority in it. This image helps it to win the majority 

vote; 



Thirdly, a developmental state, though a strong nationalist and an inward-looking 

institution, has no any fundamental conflict with the modernist neo-liberal wealthy urban 

group and the professional segment of the population that it is more likely to win their 

favors. As rational choice theory teaches, any electorate is assumed to think in the way 

that one does not want to see unfolding and fast growing psychological and material 

uplift out of a worst past,  the statuesque changed inducing undesired uncertainty. As 

Mahathir Mohammad writes, rigging electoral processes are much more injurious than 

any thing else for a developmental governing elite, which rationally has to depend on 

what it achieves in a revolutionary scale of social change. 

I now invite Tadesse to show us the exact location of his reform proposal across the 

above description of the developmental state the reasonably fits its Ethiopian version both 

in theory and practice. However, I am not arguing that the door should totally be closed 

for some kind of reform after Meles. But, what should be its extents and depths, based on 

the theoretical framework I set above? 

5. Post-Meles Reform: Nature and Extent 

I argue that the dynamism of Meles’s 2002 reform is yet releasing its effective potentials 

exactly consistent with the nature and expectations of the developmental state. Even 

though it is not well articulated, Tadese’s brand of reform in what he calls ‘political 

liberalization’ is the theme that fits what scholars call the ‘big bang’ approach, that is 

roughly,  starting from ground zero. This demand is presented in many other elitist 

vocabularies after Meles including ‘national reconciliation’, ‘all-inclusive transition’, 

‘democratizing the state’, etc.,. I recently also heard an opposition leader in the 

parliament demanding for a kind of political co-habitation or institutional flirtation 

between his party and the ruling party as a need of the post-Meles Ethiopia’s politics.   

I would appreciate personally if Tadese’ s or any argument for reform comes up that first 

could demonstrate critically and functionally that the post-Meles developmental state is 

evidently short of dynamism, and a practical failure to sufficiently meet the above criteria 

of a working developmental state. Any reform agenda could succeed in winning 

attentions only if it starts from bottom up diagnosis into the socioeconomic structure and 

in the relations between the developmental state and the majority of the Ethiopian 

populations. Without these supporting socio-economic foundations, I again argue, a 

proposal for reform from any source including even the ruling party should be seriously 

examined about its dangerous potentials of arresting the dynamism borne by the Meles 

2002 major reform.   

The nature and extent of any post-Meles reform is the one which is directed at deepening 

and aggressively pushing the started public sector reform to its logical culmination. I am 

afraid on this score that this process of the undergoing reform is going to be an aborted 

project. From my personal observations and day to day experiences at my own 

institution, student research papers and on-street complaints, I have every reason to get 

alarmed about the possible abortion of this reform. At many public institutions, I felt 

visible reversals in the reform with the following indicators: 



 Newly introduced service delivery procedures and manners, which the target 

customer people admired during the election campaigns in 2010, at many offices 

have been either dropped or distorted in a way they would cause continuing 

complaints; 

 Newly implemented structures and relations in work flows at many offices have 

been broken and turned dysfunctional due to high staff turnover, poor leadership 

commitment, leadership incapacity and unpredictability of changes; 

 I also observe that many sophisticated high-cost technology facilities purchased to 

automate office services have stopped functions resulting into the return of old 

and traditional procedures to the dissatisfaction of many customers; 

 Many promises of the public sector reform like result-oriented reward and 

benefits allocation, incentives systems, worker-focused institutional 

transformation, proactive management engagement and example setting 

leadership have been understood by may including me as words broken and  

evaporated; 

Finally, despite recent declines in the frequency of criticisms,  if  the widely said story 

about the elevated tendency by the ruling party to use government institutions, their 

personnel and time resources for political purposes is true, it should also be given a 

considerable attention in the reform.   

Conclusions  

In general, a careful investigation into the existing political, social and economic realities 

of Ethiopia could suggest that political reform on the proportion of  Tadesse Madhane’s 

proposal has a least chance to have a clear goal to achieve. In other words, it is a reform 

proposal within an undergoing and unfinished reform project.  

 

 


